In *Utopia*, Thomas More creates a world which operates on principles and values he adapted from a variety of Ancient Greek philosophers - Aristotle, Plato, Epicures, and the Stoics. Would you want to live in More’s Utopia? Do you agree with the principles on which he bases his society? Do you approve of the manner in which he implements his principles in the society?

Write a carefully considered essay explaining why you would or wouldn’t like to live in such a world, being careful to discuss at least three elements of the society. While much of your evidence will be general in nature, you should incorporate at least one piece of textual support (a quote).

Before you write your essay, review the “recipe” for a standard essay. Then outline your using the following guidelines. Your outline MUST be turned in with your essay (In your document, put the essay first, followed by the outline).

**Introduction:**
Hook:
Thesis:
Major Arguments:

**Body of Essay**
Support Paragraph #1
   Topic sentence:
   Evidence/Example #1
   Evidence/Example #2
   Analysis of evidence:

Repeat this step for each of your support paragraphs.

**Conclusion:**
Restatement of thesis
Review of main ideas
Extension into “Why” or connection to …. 